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ABSTRACT
In this work an original system for the geometrical charac-

terization of root canals for dental implants was developed and
tested. The aim of this work is to determine the shape and the
size of the posts that best fit a statistical population of root canals
with a defined maximum amount of removed tissue. The task is
performed by an accurate acquisition of the shape of a statisti-
cally significant batches of root impressions: the geometry are
then processed to obtain the post geometry. The acquisition is
carried out using a conoscopic laser scanning device mounted on
a 4 axis controlled CNC measurement system. The shape of the
root canals were measured for each type of tooth, obtaining an
average 3-D computer design of the canal profiles. Several com-
parisons between the acquired geometry and the representative
forms of commercial posts are finally presented.

NOMENCLATURE
i j Initial point of the jth scan line.
f j Final point of the jth scan line.
! Angle of connection of the scan lines rad.
" Angle formed by f1 and x axis rad.
# Angle formed by f1 and i0 rad.
$ Angle formed by i0 and x axis rad.
R Radius of the best fit circumferencemm.
m Slope of the regression line.
q Intercept of the regression line.

!Address all correspondence to this author.

d Distance point regression line mm.
rnew New radius mm.
rold Old radius mm.
e Regression error.
c Conicity.
Mr Material removed.
Ae Exceeded area mm2.
Ai Internal area mm2.

INTRODUCTION
The basic concepts that dominates the modern dentistry are:

- The conservation of the dental element.
- The minimization of the dental structure removed.
- The recreation of the original biomechanical conditions.

The restoration of endodontically treated teeth, where the
dental pulp has been removed and sterilized, under conditions
of severe loss of dental crown structure is very complex due to
the difficulty to recreate the original condition altered by caries
or fractures. Many variables, not all of them easily controllable,
involve the reconstruction of dental elements and, among these,
the post used play a key role. The prefabricated fiber posts have a
remarkable success due to the reduction of the procedural delay,
the costs and a better comfort. The development of new models
were conducted with the aim to determine the shape that better
fit the root canals for every teeth typology. Studies in vitro and
in vivo already stated that restoration techniques based on fiber
post [1] with mechanical properties similar to the natural teeth
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characteristics, give better results with respect to the restoration
carried out by means of single metallic posts. As a general rule,
all the volume of the root canal should be filled by the composite
material of the fiber post, this condition leads to the best perfor-
mance because the mechanical strength of the fiber composite is
much higher than the strength of the dental tissues and the ad-
hesive. The shapes and the dimensions of the commercial fiber
posts available on the market are empirically determined. The
aim of this work is to develop an automatic scanning system to
determine the shape and the volume of humans root canal. This
will permit to fabricate posts with shapes that better fit the av-
erage root canal dimensions and to improve the reliability of the
restored teeth.

At least 80 selected human teeth ( superior incisors, supe-
rior and inferior canines, superior and inferior premolars) have
been included in the study. After the endodontical treatment of
teeth scheduled for fiber post restoration the impression of the
root canal has been taken by a single operator. The impressions
in polyvinylsiloxane are covered with acrylic white paint to in-
crease the reflectivity of the laser measurements device. During
the works an original control software was developed that, in
a fully automated mode, generates the part program acquisition
and scans the canal root impressions section by section. For ev-
ery section four scanlines are acquired with angular steps of 90
degrees, the scanlines are then joined to obtain the closed section.
The acquired data are then processed evaluating the correspond-
ing fitting circles and to create the axialsymmetric post geometry
that best fit the root canal. The post geometry is obtained di-
mensioning a generic volumes constituted by two conical parts.
Finally, the software automatically scales the post geometry in
order to fulfill the clinical constraints regarding the maximum
volume of the root canal tissue to be removed during the post
implant. Moreover, the results are compared to the dimensions
of the most diffused posts available to outline the possible im-
provement.

MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF ROOT CANALS
The root canals

Teeth are structures inside the oral cavity whose roots, cov-
ered by gums, can be constituted by one or more canals as shown
in Fig. 1.

After a pathological process, as irreversible decaying infec-
tion or a serious trauma, the tooth can lose the dental crown.
Although this kind of disablement, usually teeth are possible to
be recovered. The therapy consists in the restoration of the lost
dental crown fixed in the oral cavity by means of a post inserted
in the canal root [2]. The insertion of prefabricated posts inside
the canal root is a procedure adopted since 1960, but it is ac-
tually under development to obtain better results and an higher
reliability.

For many years the researchers supposed that the insertion

Figure 1. The root canals.

of the posts can increase the strength of the residual tissues but
nowadays it is clear that they do not change the tooth resistance
in case of an extensive material loss [3], due the fact that post
insertions act as a fixture for the dental prothesis [4, 5] distribut-
ing the chewing load along the root. The results in [6] show
that, in the better case, the mechanical benefits of the endocanalar
post are negligible because it is placed where the load resultant
is null. The modern approach to the pre-protesic restoration of
the endodontically treated teeth is radically different, two major
aspects are considered and put in evidence:

- The conservation of the residual dental tissues.
- The materials used to substitute the unavailable part of the
tooth.

Different works (in vitro mechanical simulation, numerical
simulation based on the finite element method and longitudinal
clinical surveying) clearly demonstrates that the fracture strength
of endodontically treated teeth is proportional to the amount of
survived dentin. The shape and the volume of the post housing
cavity should respect the anatomy of the root canal, the prac-
tice to adapt the root canal to the post by removing an excessive
amount of radicolar dentin with cutting tools should be avoided.
The dental pulp removing together with the post fixing operation
should be aimed to obtain a good compromise between the max-
imum tissue conservation and the minimum use of cementum as
shown in Fig. 2.

Other factors, in addition to the availability of the dental
structure, determine the clinical success of the restoration:

- The post.
- The cement.
- The material for the coronal reconstruction.

In the last 15 years the reconstructive approach of the en-
dodontically treated teeth has been radically changed. The metal
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Figure 2. Two different type of posts.

posts were gradually replaced by the composites fiber reinforced
posts [7] as shown in Fig. 3. The metal posts has the advantage
of being geometrically in accordancewith the root canal in which
they are inserted. This generates a too rigid structure which can
lead to the root fracture. On the other hand, even if fiber posts
have good elasticity and amore homogeneous behavior they need
cavity with simple geometries that require the removal of dental
material and cementum. The individual metal posts have also
been abandoned due two reasons: time and cost, in fact by using
the normalized fiber posts is possible to reduce time and costs
of the restoration because the normal procedure of laboratory are
avoided and because the use of these newmaterials allow the post
implant in a single odontic practice.

Figure 3. Metal post and fiber post.

The ideal shape of fiber posts
In 1988 Duret [8] introduced carbon fiber posts

(Composipost/RTD-Cabon) with an innovative construction
techniques. The increasing of the number of endodontic thera-
pies performed with good results have stimulated the industrial
research in new fiber materials (carbon, glass, quartz) for the
components of the reinforcement in the prefabricated posts.
In Fig. 4 an example of a dental restoration with fiber post is
presented.

Figure 4. An example of dental restoration with fiber post.

Due to their mechanical properties, the fiber posts are very
different from the metal posts. The metal post, which is more
rigid, transfers the stresses to the tooth which can cause the
fracture of weaked tooth. The literature indicates that a tooth
restorated with a metal post is like a system composed of many
components glued one to the other where the forces tend to be
concentrated mainly at the interfaces level. For this reason, if the
adhesion beetween tooth and post is high, it is possible to sep-
arate or in the worst cases to fracture, the root which has a low
module of elasticity. The system constituted by the fiber posts
and cementum is more homogenous because its elastic module is
comparable to that of the dentin (18GPa). Such property permits
to distribute the charges on the roots walls and to avoid the risk of
longitudinal fractures and separation of the post during the mas-
ticatory cycles [9]. Another advantage is that in case of fracture
the tooth is always restorable. Dentist requirements have induced
the industries to develop fiber posts more oriented in saving den-
tal woven, adaptable to the shape of the root canal and coupled to
simple and reliable adhesive systems. Therefore the ideal shape
of a fiber post:

- Must be adaptable to the walls of the channel.
- Must be resistant.
- Permit the preparation of the root canal with conservative
techniques.
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The most important variables for obtaining the optimal
shape of the post are the lenght, the diametres and the geom-
etry. Regarding to the lenght, the seal apex of gutta-percha of
4 mm located in the root, guarantees the hermeticity of the clo-
sure so that, the remaining lenght can be occupied by the post.
The fiber posts can have three main types of shapes ( conical,
cylindrical and anatomical). The first fiber posts were cylindri-
cal with double section but the nowadays tendency to maintain
the tooth structure makes the conical shape the best compromise.
The conic shape is conservative and adaptive to the morphology
of the root canal associated to a lower risk of perforation during
the preparation of the root. These devices have a fixed taper with
three different diameters (ISO90; ISO100; ISO120) as shown in
Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Single tapered fiber posts.

A further step towards the optimal shape was the introduc-
tion of the double tapered posts as shown in Fig. 6. The inno-
vation is given from the possibility to choose the conicity after
the first 5 millimiters, in which is fixed to 0.02, between four
standardized values 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 e 0.10 depending on the
morphology of the root. In commerce there are available four
different apical diameters (0.8; 0.9; 1.0; 1.2 mm ) corresponding
to ISO 80, ISO 90, ISO 100, ISO 120. These posts are actually
dimensioned on the basis of empirical data.

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The scanning process

The acquisition is carried out using a conoscopic laser scan-
ning device mounted on a 4 axis controlled CNC measurement
system as shown in Fig. 7. This device permits to obtain a virtual
3D representation of the root canal with a quite good accuracy (
# 50 microns ). In order to acquire the geometries of the roots
an original software package called OpenScan was implemented.
This software automatically reconstructs the geometry of the root
impression and calculates the ideal shape of the post by means
of a particular algorithm. The algorithmwas used for a statistical

Figure 6. Double tapered fiber posts.

analysis conducted on a sample constituted by one hundred root
impressions of selected human teeth (superior incisors, superior
and inferior canines, superior and inferior premolars). The Open-
Scan input file is a text file containing the values of the scanned
step and area and by means of these information the software au-
tomatically generate the ISO file containing the part program to
load in the CNC for laser scanning. At the end of the scanning
process the system generates a text file containing the geometri-
cal information of the post that best fit the root.

Figure 7. Conoscopic device.
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The main steps of the algorithm are:

1. Scanning.
2. Sections reconstruction.
3. Evaluating the best fit circumferences.
4. Evaluating the regression axe.
5. Defining the optimal taper.
6. Redefining the circumference diameters.
7. Checking the percentage of removed material.

The impression are realized in silicone for addition (poly-
vinylsiloxane). The root canal of the endodontically treated teeth
scheduled for fiber post restorations is filled with silicone and
after a little support covered with adhesive material is inserted
into the canal and left to rest for five minutes. At the end of
the process the impression is extracted from the root canal and
placed on a cylindrical support. In order to increase the laser
reflectivity the impression are covered of white acrylic varnish.

Io order to acquire an elliptic-circular object as shown in
Fig. 8 each impression was divided in four scanning parts with
spindle rotation 0, 90, 180, 270 degrees respectively.

Figure 8. Three examples of root impressions.

The impressions are placed on the spindle of the measure-
ment system (A axis) while the conoscopic device is mounted
on the mobile mechanism (XYZ axis) and the laser executes the
aquisition of the points on the surface in Y direction. Four scans
for each section are so performed and in according to the X step
the entire impression is scanned. The scan step in Y direction is
0.02 mm. Figure 9 shows the four scan lines for 0, 90, 180 and
270 degrees.

With this strategy four lists of acquired points are created,
each list contains the x, y, z coordinates and the SNR (Signal
Noise Ratio). A filter is applied to each lists of points to eliminate
points with SNR value below a threshold . Finally at each filtered
list is applied a rotation matrix in order to obtain the four parts
that constituted one section of the impression.
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Figure 9. The four scanlines of a section in the machine reference sys-
tem.

Join the scan
In order to obtain the single section of the root impression a

particular algorithm is applied to join the scan lines. The angles
" between the final point of the second scan line and the y axis
and $ between the initial point of the first scan line and the y axis
are evaluated for each pairs of consecutive scan lines as shown
in Fig. 10. The angle # is calculated as the difference between
$ and ", making it possible to calculate the angle of splice ! by
means of Eqn. (1):

!= "+
#
2

(1)

Figure 10. The scanlines joining procedure.

Hence, by applying the same procedure to all the scanlines
constituting the scanned section four reference angles ! 0, !1, !2
and !3 are generated. These angles allow to create the single
closed section of the impression as shown in Fig. 11.
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Figure 11. The scanlines joined in the root canal reference system.

By applying the same algorithm to all the sections the skele-
ton of the root can be obtained as shown in Fig. 12.
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Figure 12. The sections obtained from a root canal impression.

Best fit circumference
At this stage of the work the best fit circumferences, that

approximate the single section of the root impression, are eval-
uated using the least square method. In figure 13 all the best fit
circumferences for all the section of the root are shown.

Regression axe
This phase of the algorithm comes from the necessity to have

the centres of the best fit circumferences located on an axis due
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Figure 13. The best fit circumferences.

to the fact that the posts shapes are axial-symmetrical. At the
beginning, the coordinates x, y, z of the centres of the best fit
circumferences are evaluated for each section and afterwards the
regression axis is calculated as shown in Fig.14.
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Figure 14. The regression axes.

In figure 15 the centres of the best fit circumferences centerd
on the regression axe, which will become the symmetry axis, are
shown.

Identifying optimal taper
The aim of this part of the algorithm is to generate a func-

tion that evaluates, for all the points {P0,P1...PN}, the taper c1
and c2 of the two regression lines that approximate the two fam-
ilies of points

!
P0,P1..Pj

"
e

!
Pj+1,PN

"
. The regression error

is determinated as sum of the distance between the points and
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Figure 15. The aligned best fit sections.

the respective regression line. The optimal taper is the one that
minimize this errror. The first subdivision is for ( j = 1), the al-
gorithm continues for all the combination of the points P j with
j = 1, ....N$2 as shown in Fig.16.

Figure 16. The longitudinal section of the regression cones.

The distance between the points and the regression line is
evalauted by means of the Eqn. (2) and Eqn. (3):

d1i =
m1( j)xi$ y1i( j) +q1( j)#

m21( j) +1
i= 0, ... j (2)

d2i =
m2( j)xi$ y2i( j) +q2( j)#

m22( j) +1
i= j+1, ...N (3)

Finally, the regression error is calculated with the Eqn. (4)
for each sudvision:

e( j) =
j

%
i=0

|d1i|+
N

%
i= j+1

|d2i| (4)

The function repeates the operation previuosly described for
each subdvision of points and find the best combination of re-
gression lines that minimize the error by Eqn. (5).

min
!
e( j), j = 1, ....N$2

"
(5)

Redefinition of the diametres of the circumferences
By means of the identification of the best allocation of the

points, that minimizes the regression error, the new radius were
determianted on the basis of the optimum taper found. According
to the necessity to maintain a great amount of woven and in order
to have a good clinical implementation of the post inside the root,
in this phase it is verified that the total volume removed is less
than the 10% of the total volume. With the Gauss-Green algo-
rithm the areas of the individual section and the areas of removed
material are evaluated as shown in Fig. 17. It is now possible to
calculate the average percentage of the removed material into the
root by the Eqn. (6):

Mr =
%Nj=0Ae( j)
%Nj=0Ai( j)

(6)

If the result is greater than 10% the entire algorithm is repli-
cated with a new radius evaluated with Eqn. (7) with & = 0.99;
this operation is repeated until the mean removed material is less
than the 10%. If Mr is less than 10% at the first step, the radius
are scaled as shown in Fig. 18 with & = 1.01 in order to obtain
the first value that guarantee a Mr less than 10%.

rnew = rold ! & (7)

RESULTS
After a first debugging stage an experimental campaign was

conducted on a first set of 91 teeth of different types. The pro-
cedure appears to be user friendly and quite fast, the complete
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Figure 17. The calculus of the removed material.

Figure 18. The scaling of a post sections.

Figure 19. The generic biconical post.

scanning of a canal root (including set up) requires less than 10
minutes. The results of the scanning campaign are actually un-
der evaluation but some first results can be shown. Table 1 shows
the results of some root canals, which are dependent on the tooth
type and labeled as explained in the following list:

IC Inferior Canines.
SC Superior Canines.
FPI First Premolars Inferior.
SPI Second Premolars Inferior.
LIS Lateral Incisors Superior.
CIS Central Incisors Superior.
SPS Second Premolars Superior.

N is the number of scanned canal roots of a defined type, for
every type of canal root three important features are presented:
the tip radius RTip, the base radius RBase and the overall length
Le = DI +DII as shown in Fig. 19. The mean values of the
features are presented compared to some values determined by
examining the posts available on the market, as shown in Fig. 6.

Table 1. Scanning results

Type N Feature Measured Commercial

IC 15

RTip 0.5161 0.5÷0.6

RBase 1.0932 0.9÷1.1

Le 10.3167

SC 16

RTip 0.5344 0.5÷0.6

RBase 1.1647 0.9÷1.1

Le 10.7500

FPI 9

RTip 0.5768 0.45÷0.5

RBase 1.3130 0.75÷0.9

Le 11.1722

SPI 14

RTip 0.5049 0.45÷0.5

RBase 1.3056 0.75÷0.9

Le 10.6667

LIS 12

RTip 0.5914 0.5÷0.6

RBase 1.2087 0.9÷1.1

Le 10.0083

CIS 14

RTip 0.6159 0.5÷0.6

RBase 1.5457 0.9÷1.1

Le 12.1571

SPS 11

RTip 0.6032 0.45÷0.5

RBase 1.5472 0.75÷0.9

Le 10.3591
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The comparison between the measured and the commercial
values in table 1 shows different results for the tip and the base
radius: for the first one the commercial posts fit very well the
real cavities, while in the second case the acquired data are quite
larger than the commercial dimensions especially for the CIS and
SPS tooth classes, this suggest that statistically a large amount of
cement will be used in the restoration of these type of teeth.

CONCLUSIONS
In this work a system for the geometrical characterization

of root canals was developed and tested. The procedure to obtain
the optimal shape of the post that can be inserted in the root canal
following the clinical constraints is described and discussed. Af-
ter an accurate scanning of the free form surface of the canal root
impression a double tapered approximating geometry is evalu-
ated. These ideal posts are then scaled in their transversal plane
in order to fulfill the request to remove a fixed maximum amount
of dental tissue.

The principal strength of the developed system is its usabil-
ity: few minutes are required to obtain shape and dimensions of
the optimal post that can be inserted with a defined maximum
amount of removed tissue.

This work shows that the developing custom software proce-
dures can be a good choice when repetitive complex measuring
tasks must be performed.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The data obtained on a set of canal root impression can be

analyzed in order to verify the agreement between the commer-
cial post dimensions and the scanned shapes, but this is only a
minimal approach. Furthermore, an extensive campaign on a
large sample of impressions will be conducted. Given an appro-
priate population of canal root impressions the system can easily
permit to generate a set of data that could be analyzed by using
multivariate statistically approach or other clustering methods.
This can lead to a more suitable standardization of shapes and
sizes of the commercial post.
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